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A simple closed curve is the simplest example of a compact, non-

degenerate, homogeneous continuum. If a bounded, nondegenerate,

homogeneous plane continuum has any local connectedness property,

even of the weakest sort, it is known to be a simple closed curve

[l, 2, 3].1 The recent discovery of a bounded, nondegenerate, homo-

genous plane continuum which does not separate the plane [4, 5] has

given substance to the old question as to whether or not such a con-

tinuum must be indecomposable. Under certain conditions such a

continuum must contain an indecomposable continuum [ô]. It is the

main purpose of this paper to show that every bounded homogeneous

plane continuum which does not separate the plane is indecomposable.

Notation. If if is a continuum and x is a point of M, Ux will be

used to denote the set of all points z of M such that M is aposyndetic

at z with respect to x.2 It is evident that Ux is an open subset of M.

Lemma. // the compact metric continuum M is homogeneous and x

and y are distinct points of M, then Uv is not a proper subset of Ux.

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that Uv is a proper subset of Ux.

Since M is homogeneous, there exists a homeomorphism T such that

T(M) = M and T(x) =y. Then T(UX) = Uv and T(Uy) is UtM which
is a proper subset of Uy. Hence there exists a sequence x0 = x, xi=y,

x2 = T(y), • ■ ■ , xn = Tn(x), • • • of points of M such that for each

positive integer n, UXn is a proper subset of UXn_y For no two non-

negative integers * and j is x,- = x¡, because if x¿ = x¡ then UXi = UXj.

Consequently the sequence Xi, x2, x3, ■ ■ ■ has a limit point Xo,. Now

for each positive integer n, Ux¡¡¡ is a subset of UXn, because if p is a

point of UXa there exist a subcontinuum K of M and an open subset

V oí M such that M—xwZ)KZ) V^)p; hence for infinitely many

positive integers n, M—xnZ)KZ)VZ)p; so for infinitely many posi-

tive integers n, M is aposyndetic at p with respect to x„ and hence p

belongs to UXn.

Evidently xu^xn, n = \, 2, 3, • ■ ■ . And since M is homogeneous,
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2 The continuum M is aposyndetic at the point 2 of M with respect to the point

* of M provided that M contains a continuum K and an open (reí. M) subset V such
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there exists a homeomorphism Px such that Ti(M) = M and 7\(x)

= xu. Then TiTT^1 is a homeomorphism of M onto itself such that

if we let xùl+i = TiTTi1(xa>), TiTTi1(UxJ = UXa+1 which is a proper

subset of Uxu- This process can be continued uncountably many times

to produce a well-ordered sequence a =xu x2, x¡, •••,*<,••• (¿<coi),

of distinct points of M such that (1) if x¿ of a has no immediate

predecessor in a, x¿ is a limit point of some countable subsequence of

a running through the terms of a preceding x¿ in a, and (2)

UXl, UX1, Ux¡, ■ ■ ■ , UXi, • • • is a monotone descending sequence of

distinct open subsets of M. In a compact metric space (2) is im-

possible.

Theorem 1. A homogeneous, hereditarily unicoherent, compact

metric continuum M is indecomposable.

Proof.3 Suppose that U is an open subset of M and H is a subset

of M — U such that in order for a point x to belong to H it is necessary

and sufficient that Ux= U. In case M contains no such sets U and H,

M is indecomposable by Theorem 9 of [7].

It is rather easy to see that H is closed. Suppose that there exists

a point y olH — H. Let 2 be a point of Uv. Then M is aposyndetic at

z with respect to y and hence M is aposyndetic with respect to some

point of H. Consequently z belongs to U. But by the lemma ¿7„ can-

not be a proper subset of U and hence Uy= U and y belongs to H. So

H is closed.

If w is a point of M such that some point x of H cuts w from a point

Zi of U, then x cuts w from all points of U and w belongs to H.4 For

suppose that z2 is a point of U. There exist continua Ki and K2 and

open sets Vi and V2 such that M—x^)KiZ)FOz» (i—l, 2). Now if x

cuts Fi from V2, it follows from the homogeneity of M that every

point of M cuts between two open subsets of M ; but by Corollary 2

of [8], this is impossible. So x does not cut Fi from V2 and hence

there exists a continuum K in M—x such that K- Fi^O and K- V2

5^0. The continuum Ki+K+K2 contains 2i but not x; hence Ki+K

+K2 does not contain w; consequently x cuts w from all points z2 of

U and furthermore z2 belongs to Uw. This shows that U is a subset

of £/„ and, by the lemma, ¿7= ¿7«,. So w belongs to H.

3 Throughout this proof M will be considered to be space. If there do not exist

points x and z of M such that M is aposyndetic at z with respect to x, then M is

indecomposable (Theorem 9 of [7]). So because M is homogeneous it will be assumed

that for each point x of M, Ux exists (that is, nonvacuous).

4 A point x cuts w from z (in M) provided that there exists no subcontinuum of

M lying in M—x and containing w-\-z.
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For each point 0 of H, let N0 denote 0 together with all points x

of H such that x cuts 0 from U. The set N0 is closed. Now suppose

that for some point 0 of H, 0 does not cut all other points of N0 from

U. Then N„ contains a point Oi such that N0l is a subset of N„ — o.

A homeomorphism of M onto itself carrying 0 into Oi leaves U in-

variant and carries ox into a point 02 of H such that iV02 is a proper

subset of N0¡- As in the proof of the lemma, this process may be

continued uncountably many times to produce an uncountable

monotone sequence of distinct closed sets. This is impossible. Conse-

quently 0 cuts all other points of N0 from U. It follows at once that

each point of N0 cuts all other points of N0 from U and in particular

if a point p of H cuts a point o oí H from U, then 0 cuts p from U,

and N0 = NP.

The set i7 contains no domain.6 For suppose on the contrary that

H contains a domain D. Let 0 denote a point of H. Then A7» does

not contain D, for if it did, a point x of D could cut the domain

D—x from the domain U contrary to Corollary 2 of [8]. So D— D

■ N0 is a domain in H containing no point of N„. Now M is not aposyn-

detic at any point of D — DN0 with respect to a point of N0. Hence

by Theorem 6 of [7], if 2 is a point of U, D — DN„ contains a point

x and N0 contains a point y such that y cuts x from z and hence from

U. Therefore y cuts x from U and consequently x belongs to N0. This

is a contradiction since x belongs to D—DN0. So iî contains no

domain.

The domain U is dense in M. Suppose the contrary. There exists

a domain D lying in M—(U+H). Let y be a point of H. By the defi-

nition of U, M is not aposyndetic at any point of D with respect to

y. Let z be a point of U. By Theorem 6 of [7], D contains a point x

such that y cuts x from z. Hence (by paragraph 3 of this proof) x

belongs to H contrary to construction. So U is dense in M and the

boundary of U is M — U.

The set M— U is a continuum. Obviously AT— Z7 is closed. Sup-

pose that M— U is not connected; then M— U = A+B where A =A,

B = B, and A B=0. Suppose that A contains a point x of H. There

exists a domain D such that D contains B but DA =0. Each point

of the boundary ß of D belongs to U; so there exist a finite collection

Ki, K2, • • ■ , Kn of continua and a collection Fi, V2, ■ ■ ■ , Vn of

domains such that V~i, V2, ■ ■ ■ , Vn covers ß and for each i, l—i = n,

M — xZ^KiZ^Vi. Since by Corollary 2 of [8] (and the homogeneity

of M) x does not cut any two domains from each other, there exists a

6 An open subset of M is called a domain. A domain is not necessarily connected as

used here.
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continuum K in M—x which contains D. Hence M is aposyndetic

at each point of B with respect to x. This is contrary to the defini-

tions of B and U. Hence M— U is connected.

Let o be a point of H. Then N0 = M— U. Suppose on the contrary

that g is a point of M— U not in N0. If q cuts o from a point of Uq,

then q cuts Uq from o. Let T be a homeomorphism of M onto itself

carrying o into q.6,Evidently T(U) = U„ and (by paragraph 3, r(iZ")

taking the role of H) o belongs to T(H). Therefore o cuts q from Uq.

But Uq- Uj¿0 since both ¿7 and Uq are open, dense subsets of M;

so o cuts q from a point of U. Hence q belongs to H. It follows that q

cuts o from ¿7 and thus belongs to N0. From this contradiction it is

evident that no point q of M— (U+N0) cuts o from a point of ¿7,.

Now let K he a continuum containing a domain F of U and lying

in M—o. Since each point of N„ cuts every other point of A^ from U,

K contains no point of A^0. Since no point of N0 cuts a point q of M

— (U+N0) from a point of U, K may be assumed to contain a point

of M-(U+N0). For each point q of K- [M-(U+N0)] there exists a

continuum Cq from F to o lying in M — q (V- ¿7,^0). Let F denote a

finite collection of these continua, Cq, such that if p is a point of

X- [Af— (U+N0)], some element of F lies in M—p. Suppose that

some two continua Ct and Ct of F intersect in a continuum C con-

taining no point of K. Then Cq+K and Ci+ii are continua whose

intersection is C+K which is not a continuum. Since M is hereditorily

unicoherent, this is a contradiction. Hence C contains a point of K.

Because M is hereditarily unicoherent, the same reasoning holds

when we suppose that C is the common part of all elements of F.

In this case C-K contains no point of M — U and hence is a subset of

U. Then (M— U) + C and (M — U)+K are continua whose common

part is (M— U) + CK which is not connected. So N„ = M—U.

Thus H is a continuum; H is the boundary of U; U+H=M; and

every point of H cuts every other point of H from U. Let G be a

collection consisting of H together with every image of H under

homeomorphisms of M onto itself. It is easy to see that G fills up M

and no two elements of G have a point in common. Furthermore, G

is upper-semicontinuous for if some sequence Xi, x2, x3, • • ■ of points

of distinct elements of G converged to a point x of an element of G,

say H, but some infinite sequence yit y2, y3, ■ ■ • of points from the

same elements of G converged to a point y of M—H, then M would

be aposyndetic at y with respect to x. But for each i, M is not

6 Roughly stated the purpose of T is merely to shift the frame of reference from

o to q, so that results already obtained for H and U will apply to similar sets con-

structed for q.
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aposyndetic at y,- with respect to x<, and this contradicts Theorem 1

of [7]. So G is upper-semicontinuous.

With respect to its elements as points, G is a continuum M'.

Furthermore M' is homogeneous and aposyndetic. In such a con-

tinuum the meaning of "cut point" and "separating point" are the

same [9]. Since M' contains a nonseparating point, every point of

M' is a nonseparating point because of the homeogeneity. Let A and

B denote distinct points of M' and let T denote a continuum in M'

irreducible from A to B. Let X denote a point of T— (A+B). There

exists in M' — X a continuum Ti containing A+B. But M' is heredi-

tarily unicoherent. So T- 7\ is a subcontinuum of T containing A +B

but not X. This is a contradiction and from this contradiction

Theorem 1 follows.

Theorem 2. If M is a homogeneous, bounded, plane continuum

which does not separate the plane, M is indecomposable.

Theorem 2 follows immediately from Theorem 1.

The following question remains unanswered: Is every homo-

geneous, bounded, nondegenerate, plane continuum which does not

separate the plane a pseudo-arc?
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